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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

NOS 1.2 Changes. 

The following changes become effective on Thursday, 10 May. 

Don Mears installed the following changes. 

• • • • • 81 
. . . . • 81 

1) A small change was applied to lCD in order to speed up the plotter driver. 

2) Program QFM was corrected so that queue files are not created without an EOI. 

3) The forms code and user number were added to the trailing banner of special 
forms output. 

4) Program 026 was repaired so that the RWRITE command works after a GET command. 

Marisa Riviere repaired several problems in MFEBR. 

1) The A option (abort on non-fatal errors) now works properly. 

2) Frame accounting is now correct in case of a program abort. 

3) Upper/lower case files should now appear correctly. 
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Steve Collins contributed a new version of XEDIT (version 3.0.26) with the 
following changes. 

1) Several problems with trailing spaces, EOL marks and related functions 
6~inly for 64 character set sites) were corrected. 

2) The abort message BAD TEXT LINE ENCOUNTERED was altered to indicate the line 
number of the edit file line causing the problem. 

KRONOS Changes 

Steve Collins converte'd the mod to CATLIST which indicates ASCII status of a file 
on the CATLIST report from NOS to KRONOS. Steve also installed a new version 
of XEDIT with changes described above. 

Marisa Riviere repaired an error in CALLPRG processing of index entries containing 
both HF riad FL options. Additionally; the KRONOS version of RFM now provides for 
AS and SS options. 

Brad Blasing installed some PSR code to lRO from CDC which repairs a possible 
security problem. The problem arises when an interactive job issues a read 
request without recall and follows immediately with an ENDRUN. The job terminates 
and TELEX interprets the input as a command. The command is sent to the system 
and to the dayfile along with the rest of the pot chain which may contain 
sensitive information. 

NOS 1.3 Changes 

Kevin Matthews contributed the following changes. 

INLOCK - A mod to ensure proper interlocks in CPUMTR when running PFPACK. 

MSGFL - A mod which ·corrects CPUMTR processing of MSG requests when the message 
is within five words of FL. 

BACKUP - A reliability enhancement to lCK which causes an extra copy of the TRT 
to be kept after every checkpoint. 

CHKTRT - A reliability enhancement which causes lCK to hang if it encounters a 
bad TRT. 

S017405 - A PSR correcting CATLIST processing of a recently defined, direct access, 
shared permane~t file. 

802151$ - A PSR repairing CPUMTR processing of ECS parity errors. 

PRLOUl - A mod to PFLOAD which allows the SF option to work .on more than one file. 

QQP - The mod which installs the QQP monitor function used to gather statistics on 
S2000 usage. 

S01889$'- A PSR to QREC. 

QRZERO A correction to QREC to keep it from requiring files with zero FNT entries. 

RECDAY - A mod which presents new dayfiles from being placed on bad devices. 

RSBECS - The mod which provides access to ECS via the RSB function. 
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TRTERR - A mod which adds track numbers to TRT linkage error messages. 

USER2 - The mod which allows the USER command to be either second or third in a job. 

USTL - The mod \V"hich installs the U of H status word. 

GEN~frW- The mod installs user access to ECS (among other things). 

RECTYP - The mod which installs DUMP and USER type records. Kevin changed this 
mod to list the type of dump record if the record is type DUMP. The new 
DUMP record type types are used by DU}WPF to distinguish between files 
dumped with either 8 or 16 word catalog entries. 

Kevin added several changes to DUMPPF. Most significantly DUMPPF can now process 
8 and 16 word catalog entries. These changes were actually developed by some 
friends at CDC who have taken a liking to DUMPPF. Kevin also provided changes 
to MEM so that it \Wrks on R4. 

Don Mears converted the following changes. 

RECOVR - The TELEX mod which allows users to recover without specifying terminal 
number. 

GENBIO - Generalize BATCHIO equipment and drivers. 

GENPDP Generalize BATCHIO PDP-11 subroutines in liO. 

ASCII - Install 595-6 and 596-6 full ASCII print train. 

PAGES - Local enhancements to page accounting. 

PLOT - Install on-line plotter equipment. 

QACHNG - Prevent QAC from hanging on bad FNT entries. 

lCDBUF Free up space in lCD and move line buffers to CM. 

lCDJAM - Prevent a_ card jam in the card reader from hanging lCD. 

liORSI - Repair error in liO request storage processing. 

liOVFL - Fix liO overfiow checks. 

LACE - Add U of M lace cards for TID and origin to punched decks. 

LACECH - Add lace characters +,- and * 

DECWRT - Add dec\rriter support to BATCHIO. 

STSMOD - Indicate HID in STATUS report. 

PDPMUX - Allows a PDP-11 specification in EST. 

TLXDDT - Repair a potential hung port problem. 

026Ul - Fix 026 so that a RWRITE is legal after a GET, GTR or GETR command. 
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Tim Hoffmann installed the follo,ving changes. 

1) Some PSR code from CDC which disallows asterisks in new passwords was installed 
into NODVAL. 

2) Tim installed his proposed CPN function which returns pack information (see 
DSN 5, 7 p. 52). 

Hesung Byun installed the following changes. 

NCOPY - The multiple copy option for COPY and COPYEI.. 

KRONO - Prevent KRONREF from aborting in certain circumstances. 

RETAIN - Adds the RETAIN command. 

WB- Adds the wait-busy option to,all PF commands. 

PL - Provides the PL option on all PF commands. 

PFNAS - Add ASCII attribute to PF commands. 

PWERR - Repairs an error in PFILES where PFN error message is lost if a PW 
parameter is specified. 

CLEAR - Allow parameters on th~ CLEAR command. 

SS - Install Subsystem option SS on PF commands. 

UCWCNG - Generalizes changing UCW. 

AFMMSG - Noves message text away from last word of FL in ACCFAM. 

SYSEUl - Change SYSEDIT to use READCW on the new file. 

SYSEU2 - Add Z argument to SYSEDIT. 

SYSROL - Rollout SYSEDIT if system file busy. 

DISKP - Keep DIS from skipping to exit on error termination. 

026DGC - Do not attempt to display illegal characters in 026. 

026NOR - Add RDIS and RDROP commands to 026. 

L80MOD - Add RFL= entry point to LIST80. 

NOREF - Correct COPYC to dump its output buffer if no EOR/EOF on input file. 

lDSFL- Change default FL for· lDS submitted jobs to 20K. 

lDSTL """, Allow infinite time limit on SYOT j'obs. 

MDFYCG - Provide second default for NODIFY CG option of CG=SYSTEXT. 

MDFYCU - Provide MODIFY parameter CU to select S=NOSTEXT. 

MDFYJ - Add MODIFY J option. 
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MODIUl - Add 0 as abbreviation for OPFILE in MODIFY. 

MOD1U2 - Fix mode 1 error in MODIFY if UPDATE is only directive. 

SNAP - Add debugging SNAP macros. 

Marisa Riviere provided chartges to CALLPRG so that the package works on R4. 

Jeff Drummond converted the following changes . . 

RJSM - Provide for common job sequence number between mainframes. 

PURGEM - Allow purge of rolled or running job with preset message. 

SUBMSG - Allows operators to send messages to SUPIO or EXPORT. 

SWITCH - Provide DSD SWITCH and S\HTCHALL commands. 

SCRHNG - Disallow access to S/C register via DSD channel commands. 

PAUSE - Add pauses to PFM. 

GNPF}U,GNPFM2 - Generalization mods for PFM. 

PFCTL - Return device track length in sectors on catlist request. 

ACQUIRE - Install acquire PFM function. 

TRNNOS - Install TRANSIT subsystem. 

Brad Blasing installed the following PSR code which supersedes our mods RDWZ, RSQFTS, 
RNMFTS and PRIME. 

CRDW$ - Repair COMCRDW to not loop to infinity when passed a zero word count. 

SFP2$ - Repair parameter validation in MSD and SFP. 

KRA601$- Repair LFM to check FET length on.RENAME request. 

1R03$ - Fix interactive read without recall so that lRO will not declare the job 
complete until the request has been processed. 

KRA596$ - Allow LOCK or UNLOCK of primary file. 

Brad also installed a new version of COMPASS which now fits 62 and 82 lines to 
a page depending on print density. Additionally, Brad supplied changes to LINK 
which make it work on R4 and a new version of BIN. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

REMOVE PO=X OPTION ON LABEL - by T. W. Lanzatella 

I propose to remove the locally added PO=X option from the LABEL command. This 
option is used to override certain error conditions: Label not expired, Block length 
error and Block count error in trailer label. We feel (JJD and H-11) that the actions 
of this option are available though other options. The latter two errors mentioned 
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above can be overridden \vith the PO::;E option. The label not expired error occurs 
when a user attempts to write on a tape which has a retention date or retention 
cycle which has not elapsed. The retention date is a tape security feature and 
is part of the standard ANSI label. We do not believe that the feature should be 
so easily subverted. · Our experience has been that only users who experiment 
with all the label options end up with unintentional retention dates. Users in this 
situation can just as easily have the tape tested and reblanked. 

//////1111 

NOTICE RESTORE OPTION - by S. E. Collins 

Currently, to res·tore cancelled NOTICE/NOTIFY messages, the command NOTICE(OP=CANCEL, 
D=O) must be entered. This parameter structure is counterintuitive. I propose 
adding an option, OP=RESTORE to accomplish this function. 

////////// 

PROFILE REVISITED - by G. Jensen 

In the previous proposal entitled "New Access Word Bits" (DSN V5, 118, p. 67) we 
failed to outline the underlying reasoning for the proposal. 

The accounting group has been requested by the user community to implement a 
project control system on the Cybers at level 485, however, we have not as yet 
received the formal approval required to actually begin implementation. 

Anticipating this approval we have begun preliminary study and have designed a 
system that would be easy. to use from the, user's ···viewpoint and easy to maintain 
and operate from ours. But, in order to fully implement even this basic system, 
it appears that a minimal amount of system interface will be required. To facilitate 
this interfa·ce we propose .the following. 

1. Modifications/Additions to Validuz File ·and Modval. 

Identifier 

SU = N 

CU = N 

AW = CSUR 
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D.escripd.on 

Ranger index representing the rate code 
for SRU's, maximum index value is 7. 
Default is 0. 

Presently the only two values will be: 
0 - Internal SRU rate 
1 - External SRU rate 

Range index representing the rate code 
for connect time, maximum index value is 
7. Default is 0. 

Presently the only two values will be: 
0 - Internal connect time rate 
1 - External connect time rate 

Special academic user bit. 

This bit specifies a temporary user number 
which will be valid only for the duration 
of the present academic quarter. 



2. Nodify or Implement and Account Dayfile Hessage to Reflect SRU Rate and 
Connect Time Rate. There are two options: 

a) Nodify existing account dayfile message (.ABRC, -15xx.,. which is used for 
job category information. 

OLD • ABRC, -6xx-. ----- ;L.. 
NEW . ABRC ,{>xx :N1 N2 · 

N
1 

SRU rate code 0-7 

N
2 

Connect time rate code 0-7 

b) Create a new dayfile message the format of which should be decided upon 
by the systems group including the SRU rate code and connect time rate code. 

Realizing that these proposals are not necessarily easy to install, and not 
knowing which or how many system routines will be affected, we leave these 
decisions up to the discretion of the systems group. 

Any suggestion on how to implement the profile interface with the system in any 
different way, as long as it remains readily manageable will be gladly accepted. 

SYSTEM NAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 

LAST WEEK'S SYSTEMS GROUP MEETING - T. W. Lanzatella 

1. Marisa asked for a consensus on whether UPWRITE should be FETCH or directly 
callable. We all decided that it should be FETCH as it is currently on the 6400. 

2. The following proposals were discussed. 

a) Bob Williams' proposal to combine SEND and ASEND into a single utility 
called SEND was approved. We further stipulated that a new KRONOS utility 
named ROUTE should supplant AROUTE. The KRONOS ROUTE will look as close 
as possible like the NOS ROUTE (see DSN 5, 8 P• 63). 

b) Bob Williams'· proposal to change from CACC to CNUC as the basis for permission 
of a master user account over to a subordinate was approved. We observed, 
however, that as the system currently stands, the master user will not be 
able to user back to his own user number. Bill Sackett offered to remedy 
the situation by providing a mod to KRONOS (and NOS) which will ensure that 
login user number (or first user number for bat-ch jobs) will be stored 
somewhere in the control point area (see DSN 5, 8 p. 64). 

c) Brad Blasing's suggested changes to CONTROL were approved (see DSN 5, 8 p. 65). 

d) Jeff Drummond's proposal to remove the TAPES(TEST ••• ) facility was accepted. 

e) Tim Hc·ffmann 1 s proposal to add the MID to the LIHITS report was approved 
(see DSN 5, 8 p. 66). 

f) Tim Hoffmann's proposal to add an L~ option to LIMITS was approved (see DSN 
·5, 8 p. 66). 

g) Greg Jensen's proposal to change MODVAL and issue additional account file 
messages was tabled as needing further explanation. 

h) John Larsen's proposal to add a selective list option based on UC to CATLIST 
was approved (see DSN 5, 8 p. 67). 
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1/ll///111 

Callprg and Library Tape News - by M. Riviere 

On Hay 8, Kevin Hatthews modified the Cyber's Callprg Index to introduce future 
versions of DU~WPF and LOADPF. These future versions· of DUMPPF and LOADPF are 
the NOS485 permanent files dump and load routines that support eight and sixteen 
word catalog entries. Files dumped using the future versions should be reloaded 
also by using the future versions. 

Also on May 8, Michael Frisch added the Fetch type package BSPLINE to the Cybers' 
index. BSPLINE is a set of routines obtained from IMSL. 

On May 15, I will be introducing the level 485 Callprg index library, CPOPL85. 
CPOPL85 will be Fetch type and it will be the source for the NOS485 Callprg 
index. Initially, CPOPL85 and CPOPL are going to be identical. After May 15 I 
will be taking separated modifications for both indices. Identical modifications 
to be applied to both program libraries do not have to be submitted as duplicated 
decks· or permanent files. It will be enough to let me know that the modifications 
applied to both libraries. Please be specific, after May 15, about which index 
your Cyber Callprg indexmodifications should be applied. 

Also on May 15, I will be changing the UPWRITE entry on the Cybers' index. This 
modification will make UPWRITE Fetch type. I will also replace the curr·ent 
UPWRITE entry by a message stating that UPWRITE is ·only available as a Fetch type 
package. 

I have not been rece1v1ng,- so far, any requests for inserting Library Tape 
products on the NOS485 Library Tape. I plan to be inserting products on the 485 
tape only upop request. If, for some products, the binaries do not have to be 
recreated, I will be glad to obtain them myself from the current tape, once I 
am notified of it. 

The next set of Callprg and Library Tape modifications will be taking place on 
May 24. Modifications for that date should be requested no later than May 17 
by noon. 

///////1// 

The Reasons for the Changes - by K. C. Matthews 

The accounting proposal which was rejected at the.iast systems group meeting has 
reappeared .. I discussed the proposal with Andy Bremanis and Greg Jensen, and it 
appears that they a~e planning some important changes. Primarily, the CDC 
PROFILE system is going to be implemented at UCC as a service to our users. This 
is a change for us since PROFILE has not been used here. . Some system decisions 
will have to be made (will the PROFihE file be shared?, for example). 

The purposes of this article are: (1) to give a brief description of how charge/ 
project numbers are organized and (2) to give my interpretation of what UCC is 
plannin~ to do. I first consider project numbers, with UCC as an example charge. 
This is purely an example right now. There are no plans (that I know of) to 
implement charge cards universally. 

The CDC project accounting is based upon the project PROFILE. A special PROFILE 
file is set up which contains information about the valid charge numbers and 
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project numbers. Project numbers are simply a subdivision of charge numbers. For 
example, if we were using charge numbers here, all the UCC internal work might 
be run under a charge number called UCC. Underneath this charge number, there 
might be several project numbers. For example, SYSTEMS, OPERATIONS, and TESTI~G 
might be three project numbers under charge number UCC. Then a charge card like 

CHARGE, UCC, OPERATIONS. 
might be required to tell the system to whom the charges should be made. 

The charge number/project number scheme is vaguely related to the user number 
system in the validation file. For each charge number, there is exactly one 
designated master user number. In our example, YZE6009 might be called the master 
user number for charge number UCC. This identifies the user number which may be 
used to create projects and manipulate limits under charge number UCC. Then 
each project has a list of users validated to run under that project. All YZE user 
numbers, might be allowed to run under project number TESTING. Each YZE number 
would have to be entered by the master user as eligible to use project TESTING. 
So only YZE numbers· could successfully execute the statement 

CHARGE, UCC, TESTING. 

The CDC system automatically updates an SRU accumulator for each job time-sharing 
session. There are 8 other limits and accumulators which can be used by an installation 
to control a project. It is up to the installation to provide code to update these 
accumulators, if they are used. We could use one for total money spent and another 
for permanent file costs. The CDC system automatically makes a project unusable if 
any of the possible accumulators exceeds its corresponding limit. 

Apparently UCC is plamiing on using PROFILE to allow some users to control their 
own projects. The CICS department is one potential user. A charge number called 
CICS might be set up, with a project number for each CICS class. One of the 8 
accumulators would be used for job cost. The CICS department could then limit the 
cost for each project (class). UCC would update the actual costs incurred by the 
project each day when the accounting is processed. These projects will have 
nothing to do with the real billing. Costs will be billed to whomever is 
responsible for the user number used. The charge number/project number scheme 
will give the user (CICS) some control over how much each class can use on 
computer exp~nses. What to do when a class spends more money than its limit is the 
problem of the CICS master user, not UCC. This feature makes it particularly 
attractive. 

A possible scenario for this fall has project accounting in use for the CICS 
department and a few other users. The CICS department might issue one user 
number per student per class. The bills for all these user numbers will be paid 
for by the CICS department, even while costs are also being accumulated for each 
of the projects. UCC will have to create the user numbers, but CICS will have to 
administer the distribution of user numbers among the various projects. 

The user numbers created for these 
each quarter. One way would be to 
would be to implement the CSUR bit 
of these user numbers was created. 
the end of each quarter. I am not 
that have been created by them and 
arise. 

classes would have to be deleted at the end of 
maintain a list of user numbers. Another way 
proposed, which would then be set when each 

Numbers with this bit set would be purged at 
sure what will happen to any permanent files 
to the exceptional cases that are certain to 

The SU and CU rate codes will be used when the accounting processes the account 
file. The cost for each job will be known as that job is processed. The corresponding 
project can then be updated. The cost can also be saved so that when the master 
file is updated, the master user number (for CICS) will be billed for all of the 
jobs required. In the current accounting scheme, the costs are not actually known 
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until it is t1me to update the master accounting file. 'The rates are stored in 
the master file. The proposed messages will make it easier to update the 
individual projects with the real job ·costs. 

////l/1/l/ 

Raval Files on Callprg and Writeup - by M. Riviere 

On May 15 I will be changing the RFM validation files for Callprg and Writeup 
on the Cybers and the CDC 6400. The change consists only in the removal of 
accounts that are no longer is use. If, by mistake, your account happens to 
be removed you will get an RFM error message of the form ''ACCOUNT NOT VALIDATED11

• 

Please contact.me 'to have it fixed. 

//////ll/1 

Cyber Deadstart Dump Analysis from Monday, 23 April through Sunday, 7 Nay -
by K. C. Matthews 

Tuesday, 1 Hay 

09:18 (DD-1) Cyber 74 
A CPU MTR error exit occurred. The analysis revealed that a CPU program was in 
the process of getting a mode 2 arithmetic error when the CPU was interrupted 
by a PP exchange jump. The error flag was apparently transferred over to the 
CPU monitor. This error has occurred before, about once or at most twice per year. 
The engineers will try to duplicate the problem. 

21:53 Both machines 
An ECS hardware failure caused problems on all three UCC machines. ECS was 
eventually fixed around 01:30, although a problem remained on the 6400. Bob 
Williams was called on to look at· the ·6400 problems and was able to repair one 
of ours. Pack SHA had a linkup error in the TRT on disk. A bit was dropped 
in one track bite. RAW fixed the TRT on disk. The bit was probably lost when the 
TRT was read from ECS. 

Thursda.f, 3 Nay 

15:16 (DD-31) Cyber 172 
CIO hung due to an RTF control card call with a known (at least in the systems 
group, 11known11

) problem. The problem is fixed in release 4 and has now been 
kludgily fixed in our system. 

20:43 (DD-32) Cyber 172 
The machine went down and would not deadstart. The Status Control Register (SCR) 
continually reported a Central Memory Control (CMC) error. The error was not 
fixed by Friday morning. Since it was a problem with ·cpu 1 only, we ran with 
CPU only on Friday arrd Saturday. The problem was fixed after much hard work by 
the engineers on Sunday. 

1////////l 

6400 Deadstart Dump Analysis (4/23 - 5/6) - by R. A. Williams 

Date Description . Tape 

790501 The system went down twice. First because ECS went down Fixed 
and then when the CE-'s ran margins in an attempt to isolate 
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Description (Cont'd) 

the problem. Margins (voltages at variance with the norm) 
on ECS cause the 6400 to act strangely, even if it is not 
using ECS at the time, since the hardwa!e clock is driven 
by ECS. 

/////1//// 

TELEX and TELEX PDP-11 Crash Analysis (4/20 to 5/6) - by D. W. Mears 

There were no TELEX crashes during this peiod. 

/111111111 

Plotter Crash Analysis (4/20 to 5/6) - by D. W. Mears 

There were 2 crashes caused by the interrupt vectors being clobbered. We 
suspect that this is a hardware problem because the formation box which monitors 
the PDP-11 bus indicated that t.he vector address had not appeared on the BUS when 
it was zeroed out. 

There were 6 reloads after the plotter went not ready. 

There were 2 reloads because the equipment mnemonics on the Decwriter were not 
correct. I have a fix for this. 

///1///1/1 

RJE/SUPIO Crash Analysis - by Elie May 

4/6 8:55 
14:31 

4/13 22:29 

4/17 11:40 

4/23 10:02 

4/27 14:58 

Supio took control of the system. 
PDP aborted jumping to the stack area. 

PDP aborted jumping to the stock area. 

Supio took control of the system. 

Supio took control of the system. 

Supio took control of the system. 

The majority of crashes are due to SUPIO failures in the mainframe. The two PDP 
crashes are of ~ndeterminant origin: software or hardware. The only way that this 
problem can be resolved is with the F801 debug device. 
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